BUTTONS
BURGERS
BIRDIES
& BREWS

Black Pearl Café

Muscatine invites you to explore our city to unlock
something new and exciting on your next getaway!

Black Coffee + Mother of Pearl = The Black Pearl Café
Start the day with a zap of energy from one of Muscatine’s favorite local coffee
spots—the Black Pearl Café! Known for amazing coffee, tranquil spaces, and a
chalkboard riddled with sweet nothings and powerful statements from regulars
and one-timers alike, you’ll be able to caffeinate and write your name into the
Muscatine experience.
Black Pearl Café • 413 East 2nd Street • 563-288-5307

All Buttoned Up

NATIONAL PEARL BUTTON MUSEUM

Our city was home to one of the most lucrative textile industries in American history
known as the Pearl Button. A symbol of stature, the mother of pearl rose to popularity,
quickly becoming the equivalent of the California Gold Rush for the Midwest. Take
some time to explore the history of the Mississippi riverbank at the National Pearl
Button Museum!
National Pearl Button Museum • 117 West 2nd Street • 563-263-1052

Meet Ya at Boonie’s
Looking for the burger joint in town? Make sure to check out Boonie’s on the Avenue
for a collection of burger creations hand-crafted and made fresh to order every time!
While you’re dining, expect a quick chat with the friendly staff as they always make
sure to greet every guest!
Boonie’s on the Avenue • 214 Iowa Avenue • 563-263-0626

NATIONAL PEARL BUTTON MUSEUM
Boonie’s on the avenue

Squeeze in a Little Shopping
You might be here for the quadruple “B” experience in Muscatine, but even the most

HALLTREE BOUTIQUE

focused players need a chance to experience the local shopping scene. Known for
unique fashions from amazing designers, you’ll definitely find something to stow in
your take-home bag from the HallTree Boutique.
HallTree Boutique • 200 West 2nd Street • 563-288-0770

Golf, but make it simulated
Don’t have time for the back nine? You can always turn to Bridgeside Links for good
beer, great company, and the chance to perfect your game-winning swing with their
golf simulator.
Bridgeside Links • 1005 East 2nd Street • 563-261-7460

BRIDGESIDE LINKS

Make It Contrary
Fair warning, you’re about to experience some amazing flavors that may challenge
how you think about beer forever. Starting as a part-time brewmaster, the owner
used to work full-time as a mail carrier while mastering his technique on the
side. Eventually, he started planning for his next career move, Contrary Brewing
Company, that delivers small batch brewing and that family-style feel.
Contrary Brewing • 411 West Mississippi Drive • 563-261-7446

Mosey over to the Merrill (A Tribute Portfolio Hotel)
Located on the river, your Merrill Hotel experience will be one of the many highlights
of your trip. After a fun-filled day, you’ll look forward to resting your head in one of
the amazing spaces offered by the Merrill with amenities including a pool, gym,
conference space, and some stunning room views!

CONTRARY BReWING COMPANY

The Merrill Hotel & Conference Center • 119 West Mississippi Drive • 563-263-2600

The Merrill Hotel

GROUPS: MEET MUSCATINE!
The Muscatine Convention & Visitors Bureau specializes in group adventures and
will be happy to assist in planning yours.
Contact Jodi Hansen at jhansen@muscatine.com or call 563-263-8895.

Muscatine Visitors Center
100 West 2nd Street
Muscatine, IA 52761
563-263-8895

